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Senate election results, see page 2 
Spring football is hear, see pages 
8 and 9 
Baseball team first in NIC, see 
page 13 
Winona State football player Kevin Sherry swallows 
down some water during spring football practice 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Monday at Maxwell Field. For more photos see pages 
8 and 9. 
Traeger elected as new student senate president, 
Bobo, Stoxen also win handily for senate posts 
By JACKIE COSTA 
Chief News Reporter 
Yesterday 550 Winona State 
University students elected three 
new executives to the student 
senate, adopted changes in the Con-
stitution and expressed views that 
on-campus parking should be based 
on permits. 
Jim Traeger will serve as next 
year's senate president and Linda 
Bobo will step in as vice president. 
Officially uncontested treasurer can-
didate, Craig Stoxen, won with 380  
of 550 votes. 
Winners were not available for 
comment after the final tabulation. 
According to election judges, all 
aspects of the election progressed 
smoothly compared to last spring's 
elections. Judge Joanie Tarnowski 
said, "I'm glad there wasn't any 
scandal this year. Poll workers 
who've worked for both told me the 
election was run better." 
Last spring's election was marred 
by inconsistencies such as ballot 
mis-counts, misplaced ballots, no of- 
"I'm glad there wasn't any 
scandal this year." 
—Tarnowski 
ficially approved election bylaws and 
accusations that some judges were 
not objective during the tabulation 
time. 
This year another judge, Jeff 
Krause said to avoid problems, unus- 
ed ballots were destroyed as soon as 
the polls closed. 
Other things also kept this year's 
election running smooth. "We learn-
ed from last year," Krause said. 
"This year we made up special tally 
sheets to use, had three meetings, 
and had the right amount of poll 
workers who showed up on time." 
Changes in the Constitution dealt 
with eligibility requirements for 
senators, senators' duties, move-
ment of election and impeachment 
procedure bylaws to the document,  
and what makes a petition valid (250 
signatures or 5 percent of the 
students). These passed with 319 
yes votes, 79 no votes. 
However, many students didn't 
vote for the referendum item 
because they were uninformed, 
Krause said. Students complained of 
no publicized mentioning of the 
changes. 
Students also gave their ideas of 
how parking at Winona State should 
See Election page 2 
$3.35 wage 
sticks with 
state un i vs. 
By ERIC LATTERY 
News Staff 
Students working at the Universi-
ty of Minnesota earn almost twice as 
much as student help in the state 
university system. 
Students at Winona State earn 
$3.35 per hour with $6.24 per hour 
the average wage for University of 
Minnesota students. 
Norm Decker, vice president of ad-
ministrative affairs at Winona State, 
said the reason for the difference is 
the varied funding for student 
workers at each university. 
Student help money comes from 
federal and state allocations. Winona 
State pays students exclusively out 
of this funding. 
"There is only so much money 
available to give students, we want 
to spread it out among as many 
students as possible," Decker said. 
Only 10 percent of the students 
working for the University of Min-
nesota fall under the student help 
category according to Bob Misenko, 
director of financial aid at the 
university. 
"Certain jobs are not restricted to 
work/study," he said. "We have hun-
dreds of different job classifications, 
skilled and unskilled, each with its 
own pay range." He compared the 
employment program's pay scale to 
that of the civil service's program. 
The money that does not come from 
federal and state allocations is ap-
propriated from research grants, and 
the university foundation Misenko 
said 
See Wages page 7 
Work-study 
allotments 
up for '87 
By JULIE FOEGEN 
News Editor 
A nearly 10 percent increase in 
Winona State University's Federal 
College Work/Study Program may 
not be as exciting as it sounds, ac-
cording to Financial Aid Director 
Robert Lietzau. 
This Federal Program will provide 
$196,203 to students for the 1988 
fiscal year. This is an increase of 
$8,450. 
However, the increase may not 
provide as much money as Winona 
State has received this year. "This 
year there' were some work/study 
funds carried over from 1985-86," 
Lietzau said. 
In 1985-86 the program got 
$209,988. This year it received 
$192,000. 
"This was a large carry-over and 
there might not be as large a carry 
over next year," Lietzau said, "but 
we won't know that for sure until the 
end of the fiscal year." 
Lietzau said there are many 
qualifications to determine how 
much federal money a school 
receives. Some of these include 
enrollment, how much tuition and 
fees are charged, how much other 
financial aid is provided and how 
much funding other schools are 
getting. 
"(The process) is not simple," he 
said. "You don't get more or less 
money because of one single fac-
tor." 
If there would be no carry-over 
money from this year and the in- 
See Work/Study page 2 
Engineering school suffers big funding setback 
as House committee rejects planning money 
By JULIE FOEGEN 
News Editor 
A one-year delay of program planning money for Winona 
State University's composite's engineering school isn't wor-
rying most of the bill's backers. 
The House Appropriations subcommittee delayed an 
$83,500 program planning allocation on Monday. If this went 
through, the requested money would be granted July 1, 1989 
instead of July 1, 1988. 
"The House had to cut $300 million," Thomas Stark, Winona 
State president said. They had to decide where that money 
could be taken from and $33 million was cut from the higher 
education board. 
Winona State's program funds were not completely cut, just 
delayed. "The cuts were first proposed to cut all special (educa-
tion programs)," Rep. Gene Pelowski, DFL-Winona, said. 
"(The committee) would have cut everything but because of 
intense lobbying we got them to delay for one year." 
The delay isn't certain yet though. "The Senate is on record 
as establishing close to full funding," Gene Mammenga, State 
University Board lobbyist, said. Under this plan the full $83,500 
would be granted on the requested July 1, 1988 date. 
Both the senate and house will have to meet and resolve 
the situation. "When two sides get together, often it's ap-
propriate to split the difference and compromise," Mammenga 
said. "This issue can't be divided like that. It either has to go 
one way or the other." 
Mammenga didn't wish to comment on which way it would 
go but believes the school will get the money. "For it not to 
be funded at all is not an option in my opinion." 
Both Stark and Pelowski agree, but say anything could hap-
pen. "Nothing in the Legislature is constant," Stark said. 
"Things change every day. 
"We want it as soon as we can because it's important to 
area businesses," Stark said. "Also, once the Legislature has 
given planning money, I don't know of any situation where the 
program has not gone through." 
Mammenga said everything will be decided within a few 
weeks. 
See Technology page 7 
On-campus residences 
need boost of 300 
By CRIS DEVINE 
Staff Writer 
Attempts at solving on-campus student housing 
shortages at Winona State University have 	been 
met with reluctance , said John Ferden, 
director of housing. 
There has been pressure because of increased 
enrollment to add on-campus housing space of 300 
beds to Winona State's existing 1,400 bed residence 
halls, Ferden said. 
These extra spaces could be put into existing halls 
and according to Ferden would cut down on pressure 
considerably. 
Other possibilities being checked into by the State 
University Board include building on top of Lucas-
Prentiss Hall or perhaps an additional residence hall 
by Sheehan on part of the Minne parking lot and 
sidewalk. 
Funds for a new building would come from revenue 
bonds which are financed by students' on-campus 
rental fees. 
However, the University Board is reluctant to build 
more residence halls. "An increase in enrollment is 
not an adequate reason to request more housing 
space," Ferden said. "Between 1968 and 1970 
Richards Hall was shut down because there were not 
enough renters. 
"An increase of enrollment doesn't always mean 
an increase of on-campus renters. Even if we could 
count on a stable enrollment, trends toward off-
campus housing would constantly change." 
A consultant for Winona State was hired a few 
years ago to study the demand for residence halls 
on Minnesota campuses. St. Cloud University was 
found to be most in need of on-campus housing. 
Winona State is second on the state's list of priorities. 
"This year's housing trend is going toward off-
campus living space. For this reason and because 
of the lack of space here at Winona State, we've 
upgraded our off-campus referral service," Ferden 
said. "It has been working very effectively." 
He added, "Although on-campus housing would be 
nice, the Winona community has many apartment 
buildings that are accessible to college students." 
Seven percent rate hike expected 
Housing contracts change 
Senate election results: 
President 
Jim Traeger 238* 
Karen Jacobs 149 
Scott Peterson 117 
Bob Basch 30 
Vice President 
Linda Bobo 232* 
Renee Kant 167 
Peter Fedorko 89 
Spike Moyer 33 
Treasurer 
Craig Stoxen 380* 
Write-in votes 79 
*—denotes the winners 
Senior senators 
John Falvey 74* 
Andrea Schmidt 68* 
Byron Carter 53* 
Mike Landwehr 52* 
Brad Mackinaw 47* 
Chip Merton 47* 
Junior Senators 
Marc Spanjer 83* 
Michael Anders 64* 
Write-in votes 10 
Sophmore senators 
Kathy Starkey 84* 
Eric Folsom 72* 
Vicki Edwards 70* 
Connie Helget 60* 
Ann Forster 55* 
Chris Curtis 52* 
Tom Reid 47 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 	I 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY 
And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you re part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
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Elections 
Continued from page 1 
be handled. The first choice, which 
received 203 votes, involved setting 
up a parking by permit system. The 
second option, receiving 54 votes 
dealt with policing the parking lots, 
and 163 voters thought parking 
should stay as is. Krause said there 
were quite a few comments written 
on the ballots from people who didn't 
care about the problem. 
Only voter turnout was disappoin-
ting. Krause said. "It's not unusual; 
Work/Study 
Continued from page 1 
crease was just the $8,450, Lietzau 
said about eight students could 
receive work/study funds. "We 
usually give awards of about $1,000 
apiece." 
However, if the state Legislature 
passes a minimum wage increase, 
some students may get less aid, 
John Kane, vice president for student 
affairs said. 
Lietzau said work/study students 
would earn the same amount but 
would work less. Students wouldn't 
be cut because of the wage increase. 
"We want to be able to continue to  
it was too nice a day to vote. 
Students had other things on their 
mind. There was no excitement in 
the races." The possibility of holding 
elections at pre-registration to ensure 
more votes has been suggested. 
He said there shouldn't be the 
need for recounts because the 
number of votes are widespread. 
Grant Effertz and Tom Paukert 
also served as election judges. 
The election will most likely be 
ratified by the existing senate May 6 
at its weekly meeting in the Purple 
Rooms of Kryzsko Commons at 4 
p.m. 
employ the same number of 
students." 
There are currently 287 students 
under federal work/study and 217 
under state. "The qualifications for 
state and federal are exactly the 
same but the state funds are only for 
residents," Lietzau said. 
An additional increase of 8 percent 
came in the Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunity Grants Program. 
Next year's amount will be $96,362. 
The Perkins Loan Program, 
formerly the National Direct Student 
Loan Program, will also provide 
$15,205 more next year. 
Lietzau said the name change 
would not affect loan qualifications in 
any way. The change was made to 
honor Carl Perkins, long time Con-
gress member. 
By JACKIE COSTA 
Asst. News Editor 
Winona State University students 
living on campus next year can ex-
pect three changes in their housing 
contracts, including room and board 
rate increases, mandatory food ser-
vice and new penalties for breaking 
the contracts. 
In a letter sent by Housing Direc-
tor John Ferden to students in 
residence halls, he estimates a 7-9 
percent increase in room and board 
rates. The current double room and 
board is $616 per quarter but next 
year it will run students between 
$660 and $672. 
Single room and board will cost 
$733-$747, up from $685. Multiple 
room and board charges will go from 
$593 to $635 $647. 
Ferden said, "My best estimate at 
this time is for a 7 percent increase 
but the exact amount will be deter-
mined by the State University Board 
meeting " today. 
Sharon Miller, State University 
1974 Cutlass For Sale 
Brown w/Tan int. 2-door, 89,000 '  
miles, 350-4 barrel. New auto.' 
trans., axle, and tune-up. AM/FM' 
cassette. Rusty but a good runner; 
always starts and travels well. 
$600.00. Call Eric at 452-3690 or 
457-5119. 
System director of information, said 
the board has to decide on the in-
crease after looking into other 
factors. 
"We'll try to project the costs first 
and then decide what percent of an 
increase will cover housing costs," 
Miller said. 
Factors that go into deciding the 
new room and board charge include 
food service costs, insurance, fuel 
costs and salary increases of 
residence hall, student union and 
cafeteria workers. 
Ferden also noted food service will 
be mandatory for next year's on-
campus residents. Yet a provision 
allowing the first 135 students to sign 
up in the housing office after Sept. 
8, 1987 will be allowed a room only 
contract. 
The last change deals with break-
ing the residence hall contract. A stu-
dent who moves to an off-campus 
apartment before the end of spring 
FREE one column inch by 
one inch for all 
Winona State students. 
Call 457-5119 for info .  
quarter violates the contracts and will 
have to handle the penalty. 
Students would forfeit a $50 
deposit and be charged $2 per day 
for the remainder of the academic 
year. This year the charge is $1 per 
day, Ferden said. 
"A student who decides to leave 
campus after Christmas break to 
move into an apartment would pay 
a penalty price of $334," Ferden 
said, because there are about 142 
academic days after break. 
Ferden warns, "The residence hall 
agreement is a contract and it's been 
my experience that students become 
frustrated when faced with the penal-
ty clause." 
937 Bestsellers 
We've put together a catalog of 
bestselling Government publications. 
Send for your free copy. 
New Catalog 
P.O. Box 37000, Washington, D.C. 
20013 
THERE'S 
AN ARMY OF CHOICES 
OUT THERE. 
It's not easy. Sometimes the number of choices you 
have seems mind-boggling. But sometimes, when you 
know what you want, freedom of choice is a great thing. 
Look at today's Army. 
There's the Active Army and the Army Reserve. If 
you qualify for Active, you serve 2-4 years, choose from 
over 300 skills to train in, and in over 80 of those skills 
you could be eligible for up to $25,200 in college money. 
If you already have a job or are in school, consider 
the Army Reserve. All it takes is one weekend a month 
and two weeks a year. Plus, you'll learn a useful skill and 
earn over $1,200 a year. 
Both choices give you career experience, physical 
conditioning, new friends, good pay, and a chance to 
serve your country. It's all up to you. Call your local 
Army Recruiter. 
454 - 2267 
ARMY BE ALLYOU CAN BE. 
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TOP: This is what the original Winona Opera House 
(corner of Fourth and Johnson streets) looked like 
in 1892. BOTTOM: This is how the Opera House looks 
Winonan photo by Lynn Skelton 
in its present day. Plans are being made to turn it 
into a parking lot. 
think about problem resolution. 
Humanitarianism becomes secon-
dary." 
The Vietnam debacle and space 
shuttle Challenger disaster are good 
examples, he said, of unhealthy 
technological reliance. "We trust 
technology, but it is only as good as 
the people running it." He added that 
"we're creating a generation of 
students not deeply aware of the 
responsibilities of technological 
power." 
Everyone will agree that corn-
puters themselves are not bad. As 
Degrazia said, "Technology is 
neutral." The values and ethics of 
people controlling technology are 
what count. 
At the same time, it's hard to deny 
the marketability of technological 
skills. Wobig has a Masters degree 
in English, but made herself qualified 
to teach computer courses because 
"that's where the jobs are." 
"When I started here I heard all 
the stuff about cuts in liberal arts," 
she said. But "we have to prepare 
for the world out there," and corn- 
puter training has its definite place. 
She and Degrazia both agree the 
dangers of over-reliance on com-
puters are real. They said some 
students mistakenly feel the corn-
puter will do the thinking for them. 
"The computer doesn't take the 
place of hard work and liberal arts," 
Wobig said. 
Degrazia feels more strongly about 
the subject. "Liberal arts are being 
reduced to skills. There's too much 
stress on the techniques of writing 
and not enough on content." He said 
more reading and analyses of 
literature and philosophy should be 
stressed over techniques of subject 
matter. 
"I don't think our students are get-
ting the kind of education they 
need," he continued. Lack of interac-
tion between science, business and 
humanities departments, Degrazia 
said, are a big problem — too many 
department are acting as 
See Technology page 7 
Old Opera House 
renovated to lot 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Chief News Reporter 
The Winona Port Authority approv-
ed plans Tuesday to convert the 
Winona Opera House into an indoor 
parking garage to serve the residents 
of the Kensington. 
Earl Cohen, owner and developer 
of the Kensington said that the con-
version into a parking garage and the 
renovation of the exterior could be 
completed within four months. 
The Kensington will accept bids 
from developers to do the 
renovating. Construction should 
begin within 90 days. The building is 
expected to look the way that it did 
when it opened at the turn of the 
century. 
"We needed to provide the Kens-
ington with a certain number of park-
ing stalls," said Bernie Wagnild, 
president of the Port Authority. 
Originally it was decided to level 
the building and construct a surface 
lot but concerns from citizens and 
the Winona Historical Society over 
the historical and architectural 
significance of the building delayed 
this action. 
This is when Winona area 
developer Dennis McGann stepped 
in. "We requested the right to strip 
away the stucco facade at our ex-
pense to explore the architectural 
aspect of the building and see what 
remained." 
Mark Peterson, executive director 
of the Winona Historical Society 
worked hard to try to save the 
building. He said, "If we hadn't done 
what we did the building would be 
gone by now." He attempted to 
educate citizens about the historical 
significance of the building and work-
ed hard to delay the Port Authority 
from approving the demolition. 
He offered many reasons to save 
the building. "It is the last large 
opera house left in the state of Min-
nesota. It will enhance and improve 
the appearance of the downtown 
area." 
The opera house is very significant 
historically. Built in 1892, it was a 
popular stopping place for many 
well-known opera and vaudeville ac-
tors and actresses. Nationally known 
and well liked manager, O.F. Burl-
ingame was directly responsible for 
bringing in these people. 
Big names, such as world famous 
dancer Ruth St. Denis, French ac- 
tress Sarah Bernhardt, John Drew, 
the Barrymores, and the "world's 
greatest bandleader" John Philip 
Sousa all performed here. 
President William Howard Taft 
delivered his famous "Winona 
speech" in the opera house. The 
election of 1912 was directly affected 
by this speech. 
In 1937 the building was complete-
ly gutted and turned into a movie 
theater. "When the interior left, most 
of its architectural significance left. 
Its real beauty was on the inside," 
said McGann. 
In the 1970's and 1980's a number 
of taverns occupied the opera house, 
the last of which was Bugsy's. It clos-
ed on May 3, 1986, amid friction and 
"They made our lives 
miserable. It seems they 
just didn't want a bar at 
that location." 
— Moran 
bad feelings between its manage-
ment and the city of Winona. 
"They made our lives miserable," 
said Frank Moran, former associate 
owner and manager of Bugsy's. "It 
seems they just didn't want a bar at 
that location." 
The city's tenacious committment 
to parking for the Kensington and the 
persistant complaints from the 
residents there about noiseare what 
gave Moran the basis for his opinion. 
Wagnild denied that the city, in any 
way, forced Bugsy's out of business 
but contends that the reason it clos-
ed was because it went bankrupt. 
The renovation will cost $196,970. 
The cost to tear it down would have 
been $152,900. According to Cohen, 
the project will be funded exclusive-
ly from a tax increment generated by 
the Kensington. 
The Port Authority's main financial 
concern was to make sure that the 
project wouldn't be a burden on the 
taxpayers of Winona. With the Ken-
sington picking up the tab this won't 
be a problem. 
Is technology undermining liberal arts education? 
Educators feel college preparation holds the key 
Editor's Note: This story is the 	"Computers teach you ends and don't care." What happens then, she 
first in a series on the increasing means," Eddy said, "but liberal arts said, is that students attend college 
role of computers and high teaches cause and effect, which is more interested in "fun" aspects of 
technology in college curricula. an intellectual thing. What's impor- computer training than productive 
Questions regarding a possible tant to remember is that computers aspects. 
diminishing role of liberal arts and can't answer 'Why?"' 	 The possible implications of in- 
what effect — real or imagined — 	What's alarming to Eddy and creased computer and high 
this may have on the college many others is the increasing need technology literacy at the expense of 
education will be examined. for remedial courses in English and liberal arts training concerns English 
math. He cited the more than 50 per- professor Emilio Degrazia. "I think 
cent Math 113 failure or drop rate as there's an alarming degeneration of 
one reason for concern. the idea of a liberal education in that 
A lack of appropriate liberal arts what seems to be popular is quan-
college preparation in the K-12 titative thinking." 
school system may be to blame, he 	Degrazia said he doesn't blame 
said. "There's a high level of ig- students, "they're pawns in the 
norance out there. I'm getting game of fast answers." Society may 
students who've never heard of Mao be to blame. "Computer science and 
Tse Tung, or students who think the business are seen as the good areas 
Phillipines is somewhere in Latin to get into, as if there's less value 
America." from the kind of thing you'd learn 
Math and computer science pro- from foreign languages, literature or 
fessor Louise Wobig sees a similar philosophy." 
problem in her field. "There's a 	Society's, especially the United 
danger in allowing the computer to States', reliance on technical fixes to 
be used as a reward for kids so they solve human dile, .imas rubs off on 
can play their games. Parents are so students' attitudes, he said. "As a 
impressed with computers that they result, people redefine how they 
By STEVE EISWIRTH 
Chief Editor 
The advent of the computer and 
high technology age has brought 
about many positive changes. But 
some educators fear an over-reliance 
on technology could result in a loss 
of priceless liberal arts educational 
experiences. 
Many wonder if it's possible to 
have the best of both worlds —
strong curriculums of technical and 
professional training and com-
prehensive, effective liberal arts. 
Political Science professor Jim Ed-
dy believes trends toward computer 
literacy are positive, but only if a stu-
dent has the conceptual and intellec-
tual framework ingrained first. 
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Let's re-evaluate •,. 4 	 • 
mil Lary spending 
Multi-billion defense allocations by the U.S. government aren't the on-
ly reason for ever present threats of world war and destruction. 
Attitudes and tradition also have a lot to do with it. 
For years the United States has been geared toward educating peo-
ple in the "fine art" of war. Numerous institutions such as West Point, 
Annapolis and the Air Force Academy have existed for years for this pur-
pose without any counter organization to offer any formal, official study 
in peace. 
More and more people are discovering this is no longer true. The U.S. 
National Peace Institute, approved and recognized by Congress in 1984, 
is an organization that devotes itself to the study of peace as a discipline. 
It offers grants to many including universities and authors to pursue 
writing of books, the development of new courses, and the production 
of TV documentaries, to name a few. Topics of these endeavors include, 
"the de-escalating international conflict between the United States and 
the USSR," "international peace and conflict resolution" and " a  
documentary on Middle East Regional Cooperative Programs." 
The originators of the organization were Benjamin Rush and Benjamin 
Banneker. They developed it in 1792 but unfortunately it didn't catch on 
until two centuries later. 
If it had caught on sooner perhaps some major world conflicts could 
have been eliminated. 
Perhaps the $620 billion the U.S. general accounting office calculates 
to destroy existing chemical weapons that "only" cost $158 billion to pro-
duce could have been eliminated. 
• • d • 	 • 
Set priorities right 
There's been a lot of talk lately about what to do with such issues as 
increased demands on student housing, general education courses and 
the composites engineering school. There's also been talk about what 
departments should get more faculty. What all these issues have in corn-
mon is that they relate to the quality of the overall college experience 
students can expect at Winona State. 
. 	With the state university system's policy of two-year lag funding, it 
becomes crucial to prioritize exactly what the university needs. 
At the faculty senate meeting held this past Monday, President Stark 
put forth his ideas for campus expansion up to the year 2000. He said 
he would hope to see up to 10,000 students here by then. 
If enrollment growth is the most pressing issue, then it seems logical 
these students would need places to live before they come here and enroll. 
Many faculty members already feel the university is unable to adequate-
ly provide enough course sections for the over 5,000 students it present-
ly has because there simply isn't enough faculty to teach the courses. 
Some administrators feel that as far as next year's additional faculty 
are concerned more emphasis should be placed on upper division, high 
demand course areas. 
Serious problems would then arise in that more freshmen than ever 
will be coming next year, but the university wouldn't be able to afford 
more general education sections and adequate on-campus housing. 
If quality is the goal of the university, then more emphasis should be 
placed on adequate housing and general education course availability. 
Once these situations are remedied, then it would be appropriate to spend 
all the concentrated effort on the engineering school. 
What should be remedied before this forseen influx of students is the 
lowering of student/teacher ratios. This would ensure greater communica-
tion to the students and provide the quality they deserve upon enrolling 
here. 
Letters Policy 
Send us a letter about any issue you feel 
students should know about. We publish let-
ters in the order we receive them and usual-
ly only edit when room is needed for other 
students. We reserve the right to request 
verification of the facts from letters written 
and sent to us for publication. 
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Reader's View 
A ccuracy, 	hours than this standard, or they do 	quirements 	Vivian 	places 	on 
not last in the course. 	students in his classes 
balance 	and 	I am intrigued by Student 	Douglass P. Sweetland 
Senator Basch's ability to deter- 	College of Business 
fairness 	 mine from Mr. Vivian's syllabi that 	Winona State University "the credit hours alloted to them 
To the Editor: are not proportional to the amount 
When I die, I have three wishes: 	of work required." I have been an 
—That I go to heaven. 	active faculty member, department 
—That the Winonan is as lavish 	chair, and Dean for 20 years. I 	The Winonan 	is with space for my obituary as it was 	would 	never 	presume 	to 	tell 
in its April 22 article on me. Kinder 	another faculty member what the 	not so 	bad 	after would be nice, too. 	 content of his or her course should 
—That the unnamed, aspiring jour- 	be so long as the syllabus con- 	all nalists who wrote the April 22 piece 	forms to the course description. We 
will have mastered such basics of 	hire 	faculty 	based 	on 	their 
their craft as accuracy, balance 	background, experience, and ex- 
and fairness. 	 pertise, and they are the ones who 	To the Editor: 
John Vivian can best determine what the con- 	Dear Ms. Bennett: 
Mass 	Communication 	tent off the course should be and 	In response to your letter in the 
Department 	 how much work is required of the 	April 22 edition of the Winonan: 
student. 	 "petulant brats"? Come on, now, 
Neither 	students 	nor 	ad- 	I thought you were writing in order 
High student 	minstrators determine curriculum 	to stop the hostility on the part of 
standards on this (or any other) 	the Winonan staff that you felt had 
d emands 	campus. That is the job departmen- 	pervaded the previous edition. Un- tal faculty. It is 	the job of the 	professional, 	you said. 	Uncalled 
stressed 	individual faculty member to inter- 	for, you said. Then, in the same pret those standards for a par- 	breath, you went on to attack by 
To the Editor: ticular course. John Vivian does 	NAME one of the staff members 
As a member of the WSU facul- 	this for his courses, and other 	whose remarks you'd labeled as 
ty, I would like to applaud John Vi- 	faculty 	members do 	it 	for their 	"hostile." Hostile? 
vian for the demands he places on 	courses. Yes, I believe an action such as 
students in his classes. I do not 	I am dissapointed by the attitude 	yours 	could 	be 	interpreted 	as 
know who among the "WSU ad- 	of the student on the CST story. If 	hostile. Uncalled for? Definitely! I 
ministration recommends between 	she takes the same attitude toward 	read the Winonan because it is in- 
eight and ten hours a week in ex- 	the 	Editor 	of 	a 	functioning 	formative and entertaining. If I sud- 
tra work for a four credit class," but 	newspaper, she will change jobs 	denly feel the need to watch peo- 
as a WSU administrator, I certainly 	often. 	 ple attack each other, I'll take in a 
do notsubscribe to such a standard; 	I am not competent to comment 	boxing match. I don't need it in the 
students in many of my advanced 	on many of the other parts of the 	Winonan. 
classes put in considerably more 	article, but I do approve of the re- 	Becky Evenson 
The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed, composed and published by and for the 
students of Winona State University. 
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 per-
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to it for publication. 
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Off the Record 
By Paul Marszalek 
Stop talking-someone's taking notes 
"Those Quotes" part 2 
Very few people know what goes on behind the scenes at this 
newspaper. And that's good. 
Because if the word got out about what actually happens in Phelps 
113 in the wee hours of the morning, most of the staff would be jailed 
or institutionalized. 
I'm not kidding. 
We are, for the most part, a tad off-center. 
As proof, I offer the second annual column called "Those Quotes." 
There is a green notepad labeled "Those Quotes" on the east 
chalkboard in the Winonan offices. Whenever a staffer says something 
stupid, embarrassing, or philosophical, it is written down. 
In no particular order, great thoughts: 
We're the Winonan— we want to run other people's lives. —Steve 
Eiswirth 
Winona: Where Chicago and Iowa clash. —Dale Kurschner 
The guy is.the body odor poster child. —Steve Eiswirth 
I'm going to make big bucks by inventing steel belted condoms. —
Paul Marszalek 
I came back for a fifth year just to sink the Winonan. —Dale Kurschner 
I strive to be hip. —Bill Pond 
Let's drug test all the He-Man characters. —Paul Marszalek 
I don't care about a man's looks. I care about his personality...just so 
he's not deformed. —Shen Jacobson 
I think I'm going to sue the university because I got a paper- cut off 
its brochure. —Bill Pond 
I hate writing. —Bill Pond 
If he keeps on spending time with his lovey-dovey girlfriend, we'll have 
to cut off one of his gonads to lower his sexual drive. —Bill Pond 
Journalism and alcohol go hand in hand. —Bill Pond 
Destroy what you can't understand. —Eric Lattery 
I'm a by-product of nuclear fission. —Grant Effertz 
You're a by-product of a nuclear turd. —Bill Pond 
Ich habe lust zum pee-pee. —Julie Foegen and Tisha Harms 
Domestic disputes are funny unless they're your own. —Dale Kurschner 
He dresses like Joe Bag-lady. —Bill Pond 
His tailor is a cross between Ray Charles and Cindi Lauper. —Steve 
Eiswirth 
I hate sex. It's boring. —Bill Pond 
The last time I went to the Cozy Corner, there were some serious rat-
bag women in there. —Steve Eiswirth 
The gist of my column is...well, I don't know what the hell the gist of 
my column is to be quite honest. —Paul Marszalek 
What we need is an inflatable university. —Bill Pond 
I'm going to name my first-born,"Paramecium Lips". —Bill Pond 
You just want to dig in my pockets. —Tisha Harms 
I'm going to get my Master's degree in dust analysis. —Bill Pond 
I'm going to get my Master's in lint-ball welding. —Steve Eiswirth 
Dave and I ran around town flashing each other. —Mark Hoffman 
I've had senioritis since kindergarten. —Brian Poulter 
In my next life I'm going to be a Playboy Bunny. —Julie Foegen 
I should be a go-go dancer. —Tisha Harms 
Working around here makes me want to get a job at Disneyland. Give 
me a Mickey Mouse costume, and I'm set. —Grant Effertz 
Their leather skirts are so tight that when they fart, they blow their shoes 
off. —Bill Pond 
Oh no! My leg is all wet with acidic stuff! —Julie Foegen 
Don't come near me, I'm in the offensive mode. —Brian Poulter 
If I ever had a child, it would be yours. —Sarah Tews 
The motto around here is, "If it's wrong, blame Tisha." —Eric Lattery 
If we don't agree with your opinion, the Winonan reserves the right 
to firebomb your house. —Bill Pond 
Don't print those quotes, Paul. People will think we're really weird. —
Bill Pond 
There you have it. 
Bill Pond is the runaway victor of the Mr. Silvertongue award. 
You may be wondering why there are no quotes from the loveable 
Wayne Bower. You see, we have this red notebook labeled "Wayne's 
Quotes." 
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Commentar 
Used as a 
poison spear 
To the Editor: 
This started out as a letter, but 
it may turn into something else. 
The April 22 issue of the Winonan 
contains a series of articles on 
pages eight and nine that were 
meant, I hope, to inform and/or 
educate the reader concerning 
conditions in the Winona State 
University mass communication 
department. 
That might have been the intent, 
but the articles completely miss the 
mark. After reading the first 12 
paragraphs, I needed an hour or 
two to calm down before I finished 
reading. 
Yes, I am a junior in the mass 
communication department. Yes, 
I've had more than a few 
disagreements with Prof. Vivian. 
Yes, I've had experience selling 
and designing advertising because 
of my background. Yes, I feel my 
graduation will mean I've passed 
an endurance test. 
No, the past year does not leave 
a bad taste in my mouth (and I re-
sent the intimation). And, no, I do 
not "strongly contend that (John) 
Vivian, who has no work ex-
perience in advertising, was un-
qualified to teach the course." Nor 
do I feel "more qualified" to teach 
the course. 
As a matter of fact, I feel more 
like the poisoned dart on the end 
of a misguided spear. I strongly re-
sent being misquoted and/or being 
used as the opening thrust in an 
obvious attempt at yellow 
journalism. 
You guys are 
hacks 
To the Editor: 
I am disgusted with your 
response to Janis Thesing's letter 
in the April 15 issue of the 
Winonan. To respond as you did in 
an editor's note is journalistically 
unethical, save your opinions for 
your editorials. Despite your claim 
to the contrary, Janis did do 
something constructive: she 
brought to your attention mistakes 
which you were either not aware of 
or were too lazy to correct. She 
also asked a question which many 
of us have wondered: Do you read 
your paper before it goes to print? 
You have yet to answer this ques-
tion, but I can hazard a guess. 
You are so proud of your paper 
that you tout it in your masthead 
every week as "recognized annual-
ly as an award winning 
newspaper." Perhaps you should 
put your money where your mouth 
is—as you challenge Janis to do—
and live up to the level of ex-
cellence you are so quick to brag 
about. I'm not expecting Pulitzer 
Prize quality. Subject-verb agree-
ment and correct punctuation 
would be a welcome relief. 
What is especially ironic—and 
very sad—about your response to 
Janis's letter is that in the same 
issue's editorial you lambaste peo-
ple for being too timid to voice their 
More than once Prof. Vivian and 
I have had heated discussions. We 
disagree on many points, as I'm 
sure do the students and faculty of 
more than a few departments on 
this campus. 
When I was interviewed for this 
piece, I asked one question: Is this 
a newsworthy piece or is it a 
revenge article meant to discredit 
a faculty member? The answer I 
received from Mr. Eiswirth and Mr. 
Pond was--this will be an unbias-
ed, informational presentation. 
Yah guys!! Sure it is!!! It is just 
what I said it would be: A revenge 
piece by disgruntled students, 
unhappy over assignments and/or 
bad grades. 
Well, my grades aren't "bad," 
but the assignments are, at times, 
unsurmountable. 
I would remind you of two impor-
tant functions of Mass-
communicated news (even though 
the Winonan probably qualifies as 
a quasi-mass communication) as 
suggested by the sociologists Paul 
Lazarsfeld and Robert Merton: 1) 
Status conferral and 2) Ethicizing. 
Status conferral means the news 
as reported, increases the impor-
tance of the person, group or social 
issue in the eyes of the public. 
Thereby, you set the agenda of 
what the public will think, talk and 
read about. That is not a respon-
sibility to be taken lightly. 
Ethicizing supposedly 
strengthens social control by ex-
posing deviant behavior to the 
public view, thereby, publicizing 
wrongdoings that might have other-
wise remained private. Because of 
this, the public is obliged to con-
demn the behavior in question and 
set precedants for future behavior. 
But, which of us is qualified to 
judge deviant, as opposed to ac-
ceptable behavior? Your article 
equates Roger Overby with Oliver 
opinions. Your exact works were, 
"Mad about something?...lt 
doesn't matter, just as long as you 
say it." It appears Janis did just 
that, but you are too thin-skinned 
to accept her criticism as the truth. 
Instead of hiding behind the fact 
that you are, as Paul Marszalek 
notes, still amateurs, why don't you 
take the criticism as a challenge to 
do better? (By the way Paul, 
Janis's "juvenilistic chain of smart-
ass remarks" was much more 
entertaining than anything you 
have ever written.) 
Since you are so eager for "con-
structive" criticism, I have some 
suggestions. Enroll your entire staff 
in Comp I. If this is impossible, at 
least seek tutoring help in the 
Writing Lab or the Learning Center. 
But perhaps the best thing you 
could do would be to pay your 
copy editors on a commission 
basis. How about $1 for every er-
ror they find? This will give them 
more incentive to find mistakes and 
will give the rest of your staff incen-
tive to make fewer mistakes, 
because otherwise you will be 
bankrupt in a very short time. 
I must make one final comment. 
Marszalek says it is not fair to 
malign the guest columnist—as he 
claims Janis did—because this 
person's forte is business, not 
English. I have a degree in 
business and worked for a large 
corporation for five years. Imagine 
my surprise to learn that people in 
the business world do not need to 
use correct English. While many 
business majors are no doubt 
North and the WCUWinonan feud 
with the Nixon tapes. 
Personally, I've heard 20-25 
students in the mass communica-
tion department complain about 
their assignments and/or grades, 
but their opinions, problems and 
quotes were not printed nor their 
names used to confer status or 
ethicize. Why me? 
Whatever Prof. Vivian has done 
or not done need not have been 
aired, as soiled linen, over 100 in-
ches of "newsspace" when it could 
be handled in an adult manner 
through the normal channels pro-
vided by the university. 
I was greatly displeased by the 
article and disappointed that the 
Winonan staff would use this public 
forum, and other students, for ob-
vious personal revenge. 
'null said. 
Mary Johnson 
Editor's Note: We stand by our 
assertions — based on notes 
taken during a more than one 
hour long interview — that 
Johnson said she felt disgruntl-
ed in her attitude toward Pro-
fessor John Vivian and that she 
felt more qualified to teach 
advertising practicum. Further-
more, the reason Johnson was 
asked to comment was due to 
the serious lack of students to go 
on record with complaints on 
Prof. Vivian's teaching methods. 
As for "normal channels" of air-
ing complaints, they've been 
tried to no avail. The Winonan 
apologizes for any mental 
anguish caused by the story. 
relieved at this startling revelation, 
I suspect a few corporate recruiters 
and business professors are scrat-






To the Editor: 
I was happy to read of the forma-
tion of a chapter of Amnesty Inter-
national on the campus of Winona 
State University. It proves that col-
lege students are not ALL dead 
from the neck up, and that many 
of them do care about things other 
than their beer budget and MTV. 
With many groups on campus to 
provide the political and social 
outlets for social consciousness 
and responsibility, there is an op-
portunity for students from all parts 
of the political spectrum to have a 
voice in the construction of their 
future, rather than be apathetic 








The Blizzard' flavor 
treat! The upside 
down treat so 
thick you gotta 
spoon it up! 












Nerds' or Heath: 
Taste one and see— 
candy is dandier in a 
Blizzard! Other flavors 
include: cookies, fruit and nuts, 
and more. Available at participating 
Dairy Queen' stores. 
Kl 
• 
1440 West Broadway 
WE TREAT YOU RIGHT 
Dairy QueerTis proud to support our local 
children's hospitals through the Osmond 
Foundation's Children's Miracle Network Telethon. © AM D.Q. Crp./1987 
lb*, Won UM Ur. 
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	Campus Shorts 	
Bublitz Scholarship Established 
A memorial scholarship honoring 
Lance Corporal John David Bublitz 
has been established at Winona 
State University and will be ad-
ministered through the WSU Foun-
dation. The scholarship will be 
awarded to a student majoring in 
Criminal Justice/Law Enforcement. 
Donations may be made to the 
scholarship fund in care of the WSU 
Foundation, 305 Maxwell, Winona 
State University, Winona MN 55987. 
Honors Symposium 
The final guest speaker in the 
1987 Winona State University 
Honors Symposium is Richard 
Knowles, biologist and geneticist. 
Knowles will conduct a question and 
answer session on May 5 at 3 p.m. 
At 8 p.m. he will deliver a public lec-
ture titled "The Role of Genetics in 
Our Future." Both presentations are 
in the Performing Arts Center Recital 
Hall. 
Chemistry Assistantships 
Two undergraduate summer 
research assistantships are available 
through the Winona State chemistry 
department. They will run from June 
6 to August 14. Salary is $1,600 for 
ten weeks. For applications and 
more information contact Dr. David 
J. Rislove, Chemistry department, 
Pasteur Hall, Winona State Univer-
sity, or call (507) 457-5295. 
String Quartet Concert 
The University String Quartet will 
present the final concert of the cur-
rent season May 3 at 8 p.m. in the 
Performing Arts Center Recital Hall. 
The concert is free and open to the 
public. 
IT'S ALL HERE: 
POST OFFICE, DELI/CAFE, 
VCR MOVIE RENTALS 
& LOW PRICES  
Senate Openings 
One at-large senator opening, and 
one position on the strategic plann-
ing committee for a 2-year term. Both 
are to be elected on May 6. Applica-
tions are available in the senate of-
fice. Deadline for applications is 3 
p.m., May 6. 
Real Estate Continuing Education 
Two continuing education courses 
for real estate salespersons will be 
available on weekends at Winona 
State University in April and May. 
Classes will run from 8:30 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. in Minne Hall, Room 102. 
Course fee is $80 per class, $75 if 
early registration is completed and 
$70 each if more than one from an 
office attend. For more information 
and a registration form contact the 
Regional Campus office, 112 
Somsen, Winona State University, 
(507)457-5080 or 5084. 
Scholarship 
A $300 scholarship will be award-
ed from the Faculty/Support Staff 
Scholarship Fund for the academic 
year 1987-88. For more information 
and applications contact Dr. Don 
Hunter, 301 Somsen Hall, WSU. Ap-
plication deadline is April 30, 1987. 
Student Recital 
A student recital featuring Jane 
Rudenick, piano, and Jode Gustaf-
son, mezzo soprano, will be held on 
Sunday, May 17 at 3 p.m. in the Per-
forming Arts Center Recital Hall. The 
recital is free and open to the public. 
Thinking of taking some time off from 
school? We need MOTHER'S HELPERS. 
Householdduties and childcare. Live in 
exciting NEW YORK CITY suburbs. 
Room/board and salary included. 
Call (203) 622-4959 
or (914) 273-1626 
NEED AN ON CAMPUS 
JOB FOR NEXT YEAR? 
Ad Composer needed for 
'87-'88 Academic Year. 
Great Experience & Pay 
for Commercial Art & 
Computer majors. 
Pick up applications at 
113 Phelps Hall 
The Winonan — Real News 
Off-Campus Housing 
Do you need to sublet your apart-
ment for the summer? Post your 
listings with the Off-Campus Refer-
ral Service, 2nd floor, Kryzsko Com-
mons. Bring information to the office 
between 1 p.m. and 4 p.m., Monday-
Friday, or call 457-5308 (if no 
answer) 457-5305. Students present-
ly posting "Summer Rent Listings" 
in any campus building, should list 
this information through the Off-
Campus Referral Service because 
other notices will be removed. 
Teach the Teacher Workshop 
Registration is being accepted for 
an IBM Corp. summer "Teach the 
Teacher Workshop" designed for ab-
solute computer beginners. The 
class will be held Aug. 3-14 from 8:30 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in Pasteur Hall, 
Room 108 at Winona State. To 
register or for more information con-
tact Mary McNeil, SMECSU, 5930 
Bandel Road NW, Rochester, MN 
55901 or Duane Mau, IBM, Dept. 
87G Bldg. 662-1, Highway 52 and 
37th St. NW, Rochester, MN 55901. 
Children's Show 
Winona State University Theater 
proudly presents their 18th annual 
children's show "Rumpelstiltskin" 
May 6-8. Performances begin at 7:30 
p.m. on the Main Stage Theater in 
the Performing Arts Center. For 
reservations contact the Winona 
State Box Office at (507) 457-5235. 
More New Courses 
Four new courses have been ap-
proved by Winona State University 
President Thomas Stark. 
The biology department will offer 
"Selected Topics in Advanced 
Physiology," a three-credit graduate 
course. "Parenting" will be offered 
in the education department, a four-
credit general education course. An 
internship for one to four credits and 
a workshop for one to four credits for 
special education minors will also be 
available. 
International Dinner 
A variety of Winona State Univer-
sity cultures and talents will be em-
phasized at an International Dinner 
on May 9 in the Kryzsko Commons 
East Cafeteria at 6:30 p.m. Cost is 
$7.50 through advanced ticket sales 
only. Tickets may be reserved by 
contacting the International Student 
Office, Kryzsko Commons 130, 
457-5303 or Pradeep Parmer at 
457-2764. They must be picked up 
in the office before May 9. 
May Recital 
The music of Handel, Guilmant 
and Dvorak will be heard in the 
Winona State University Recital Hall 
in the Performing Arts Center on May 
1 at 8 p.m. It is free and open to the 
public. This student recital will 
feature Donald Jackson on trom-
bone, Robert Hungerford on piano, 
Sue and Marny Lewis, sopranos and 
Jane Lindner on piano. 
Nursing Seminar 
A "Management Engineering and 
Nursing Working Together" seminar 
will be held on May 12 at the Midway 
Motor Lodge in Rochester, Minn. Fee 
is $60. Registration deadline is May 
1. Payment must accompany 
registration. For registrtion material 
contact Peggy Christenson, St. 
Marys Hospital, 1216 2nd St. SW. 
Rochester, MN 55902, or call 
507-285-6018. If unable to register by 
May 1, call the registration number 
to make sure space is still available. 
Meet the Challenge 
Join in the Student Senate Co-Ed 
volleyball tournament at Springfest, 
May 16--Lake Park. To enter send a 
list of team members and a ten dollar 
entry fee to the Student Senate Of-
fice by May 7, 1987. Call 457-5316 
for more information. 
Managing Conflict 
A seminar on "Managing Conflict" 
will be held May 28 and 29 from 8:30 
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in Room U246, 
Winona State University-Rochester 
Center. Cost is $175. Companies 
sending more than one employee will 
pay $150 for each. Registration 
deadline is May 13. For more infor- 
mation contact Marian Hopkins, 
Regional Campus, 112 Somsen, 
Winona State University, Winona MN 
55987, (507) 457-5080 or from the 
Rochester area, 285-0111, ext. 5080. 
Catch the Cruise Missiles 
The Winonan is now accepting ap-
plications for writing, editorial, 
assistant editorial, photography, 
copy editor, advertising, and 
business positions for next year. If 
interested, stop by the Winonan of-
fice at 113 Phelps Hall between 9 
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday-Friday. 
WESTGATE SHOPPING CENTER 
Open 6 a.m. to Midnight 7 Days A Week 
-.fgalittatt  FOODS 
SAVING PLUS SERVICE! 
...That's The Randall Difference! 
WE DO ACCEPT 
OUT-OF-TOWN CHECKS 






ONE HAMBURGER, FRIES 
AND MEDIUM POP  
= 
EAT HERE 	 SPECIAL (7) 
OR 	
$ 1.19 	AVAILABLE CALL AHEAD 	 FROM 
FOR TAKE-OUT Limit 2 orders per coupon 12 noon - 8p.m. 
452-2973 	Expires 5-5-87 	 only 
	 coupon 	  
GET EXTRA 
CREDIT 
Buy One PIZZA, Get One FREE! 
Buy  any size Original 
3 Round pizza and get 
/ the identical pizza FREE 
N 	with this coupon. Expires: 	5/30/87 
WSU 
0 1987 Little Caesar Enterprises, Inc.. 
At Little Caesars® we give you two pizzas, but you only pay for one. 
Get four, pay for two. Get 10, pay for five. Extra delicious Little 
Caesars'` pizza. For every one you pay for, you get an extra one free. 
Winona Mall 452-8752 
litTM When you make pima this good, one just isn't enou 
JOBS AVAILABLE 
We are now interviewing 
students for work during 
summer months. Openings 
available in various areas. 
Call (608) 783-6400 
Wed. - Fri. 3-6 p.m. 
FOR SALE: 84 Toyota 4 x 4 SR5 
Truck - Extra cab, topper, roll 
bar, cruise, Ziebart, Sony stereo, 
22,000 miles. $8300. 
Call the hotline: 457-2808 
FOR SALE:Small Dorm 
Refrigerator. Used 1 year — 
$50.00 
Call 454-4035 
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Dining Room Special 
Gondola and Fries 
only $2.95 
4-8 p.m. Expires 5-12-87 
Also serving spaghetti, chicken, shrimp, 
tacos, sandwiches and salads. 
Free Delivery 
on Winona State Campus 
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU. 
Winonan photo by Tony Dussel 
Teresa Schliesman, Amy Auger, Lyndy Rolfs, Cathie Malecha and Marie children in the Howell Hall day care center with a puppet show Friday 
Horn, members of the Winona State early education club, entertain the morning. 
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Wages 
Continued from page 1 
Misenko said wages are based on 
the job level, and not just because 
the employee is a student. "We have 
jobs on campus, we pay competitive 
wages. If you have two secretaries, 
why should one be paid less because 
he or she happens to be a student?" 
he added. "We treat student 
employees like non-student 
employees." 
Phil Lewenstien, communications 
director for the Minnesota Higher 
Education Coordinating Board, said 
federal and state minimum wage 
laws apply to student help. "Our 
guideline is to have at least minimum 
wage. Clearly the University Of Min-
nesota pays a lot higher wages than 
other colleges." 
Decker said the market place 
determines what universities pay 
their students. "Each university 
establishes it differently, wage scales 
are so different," he said. "Winona 
State follows minimum wage 
guidelines. We do not have much of 
a problem finding students to work 
for it." 
There are currently 504 students 
employed under the student help 
program at Winona State. 
Misenko said approximately 
16,000 students are employed at the 
University of Minnesota and the 
number increases every year. "We 
probably have one of the largest stu-
dent employment programs in the 
United States Ne operate like a per-
sonnel program for the students." 
Technology— 
Continued from page 3 
"segregated units." 
He mentioned that it would be 
more appropriate for the philosophy 
department to teach all ethics 
courses, including business ethics. 
Perhaps a good summation to this 
comes from a speech by Purdue 
University President Steven Beering: 
"I believe it is impractical and 
dangerous to educate chemists who 
cannot speak with psychologists, 
physicians who cannot communicate 
with businessmen, and lawyers who 
can not talk to anyone but other 
lawyers." 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Junior defensive back Jerry Hall does some high steps to increase 
leg speed and coordination. 
Winonan photo by Tin, ,Jacobsen 
Eric Bengston and Jeff Jambretz, offensive linemen, do blocking 
drills that help with proper blocking techniques. 
Spring football 
New head coach Dave Bassore looks over the formation of a newly taught play during a scri 
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Fives Bassore first live look 
Text by 
Tim Jacobsen 
When someone mentions football around springtime, they are 
usually talking about the NFL draft picks. Not so at Winona State 
University. 
Spring football practice carries just as much weight around here 
as baseball practice. The players are in the training room getting 
taped up at 2 p.m. and are out on Maxwell Field by 3:30 p.m. 
Whether the mercury reads 60 degrees or 90 degrees they are out 
there pounding the turf. 
Why practice in the spring is the logical question. Well, this year 
it makes more sense than ever. New head coach Dave Bassore 
gets his first live look at his players and has the chance to introduce 
any new plays he brought with from Texas. 
It also allows the players to see what they are in for next year. 
It gives them some motivation to get through the summer. 
Offensive and defensive linemen run through some new plays brought in by Bassore. 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Junior offensive linemen Kelly Rice takes in the pain during pre-practice stretching. 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
)r linemen. 
Winonan photo by Beth Bidne 
Shakil Khan, a Winona State foriegn exchange student from Egtypt, prepares to honor 
the Mosiom holy month known as Ramadan by praying. Starting today, Mosloms will 
fast for 30 days. The religion also disallows any conversing with females and drink-
ing of alcohol for the 30-day period. 
Moslems observe holy month 
By AMELIA ARIZALA 
Staff Reporter 
When the sun rises on April 29, Moslem 
students at Winona State University will 
begin fasting for 30 days. 
Shakil Khan, sophomore marketing ma-
jor from Bangladesh, will take part in the holy 
fasting month, referred to as the Ramadan. 
"It's the time, when Islam worshippers 
fast from sunrise to sunset for 30 days," 
Khan said. 
He said Moslems are allowed to eat only 
before sunrise and 
after sunset. 
During the fasting period, it's unlawful to 
eat. Moslems are only allowed to drink 
water. 
"I usually eat a heavy meal before 
sunrise, so I won't get hungry during the 
fasting period," Khan said. 
In addition to the fasting, Moslems are not 
permitted to talk to or look at women in a 
sexual manner, drink alcohol or commit acts 
that are sinful to Islamic beliefs. 
"Frankly speaking, I am in a situation that 
I have to talk to women right now, especial-
ly with the International Dinner fast ap-
proaching," said Khan. "I think it's okay to 
bend the rules a little bit." 
Khan is not the only one who finds it dif-
ficult not to look or talk to women for a 
month. 
Ashraf Al-Hakeem, a senior computer 
science major from Egypt, expressed his 
feelings about the Ramadan period. 
"My religion prohibits me to drink alcohol, 
look at women or converse with women that 
I'm not familiar or related to during the 
Ramadan period. 
"I don't drink alcohol, but not to associate 
with women for a month is tough," said 
Al-Hakeem. 
"The purpose of this period of fasting is 
for us Moslems to stay clear from doing 
unlawful things that are against our religion. 
It's also a test to see how much faith we 
have in Allah," Khan said. 
He also added that not all Moslem 
students will parti -pate in the Ramadan. 
Winona State has 61 Moslem students out 
of a total 118 foreign students. 
"Dr. El-Afandi leads the Friday noon 
prayer and he always takes part in the 
Ramadan," Al-Hakeem stated. 
Professor Ahmed El-Afandi, political 
science professor, is the advisor for the 
Moslem Students Association at Winona 
State. 
The Ramadan period moves eleven days 
ahead every year according to the lunar 
calendar, which is eleven days shorter than 
the Julian calendar. 
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Variety 
Enterprising staffers 
plunge into business 
at new Winona center 
By JANET MEISCH 
Asst. Variety Editor 
Two Winona State University staff 
members are getting their feet wet in the 
business world. 
Julie Zuehlke, director of news services, 
and Rick Hudson, communications pro-
fessor, have opened businesses in the 
Winona Business Center at 111 Market St. 
The center helps small businesses get 
started by providing office space and 
secretarial services at below-market prices. 
Zuehlke, experienced in writing and public 
relations, is putting her expertise to work in 
her business, Creative Ink, operating as a 
publicity service for businesses. 
She previously free-lanced, but decided 
to create a business and have an office 
where clients could meet with her. 
Zuehlke believes Winona businesses 
have a use for her services. "I see a need 
for small businesses to have the benefits of 
a good public relations professional at a 
reasonable rate," she said. 
She doesn't want to be known as a public 
relations firm, which she believes may scare 
small businesses, because it sounds expen-
sive and out of their range. 
Creative Ink was created to meet the 
writing, editing and publicity needs of 
businesses that lack time or ability to do the 
best job possible. 
"My biggest marketing effort will be to 
educate businesses that they will be better 
off if they let me do it," said Zuehlke. 
She currently has seven clients, two at the 
national level. 
Creative Ink offers brochures, pamphlets, 
in-store flyers, newsletters, press releases, 
special events planning and a number of 
other promotional materials. 
Zuehlke said she will accomodate 
businesses and non-profit organizations and 
tailor her services to their needs. 
At this time, Zuelke is doing all the work 
herself, but hopes to hire a staff to help her 
By JACKIE COSTA 
Asst. News Editor 
Winners of the 1987 Women's History 
Month essay contest presented their work 
in the Performing Arts Center at Winona 
State University April 22. 
Winners included Marie Karasch on "Sex-
ual Sabatoge: Barriers to Recovery in 
Female Alcoholics," Nancy Karsten on 
"Women Executives: Shattering the Glass 
COing,"and Marilyn Urion on "Generaliza-
tion of the Feminine Character by Three 
Authors of Metafiction." 
Honorable mention certificates were 
awarded to Marian Kyle Lyszak's "Feminist 
Criticism of Steinbeck's 'The Chrysan-
themums' " and Star E. Ostgard's "The 
Equal Pay Act of 1963: How Effective is it?" 
Winona State's Affirmative Action Office 
and Newman Center co-sponsored the con-
test that celebrated March as Women's 
History Month. 
Elly Colapietro, affirmative action officer, 
said the goal of the event was to provide a 
forum for outstanding student work and an 
opportunity for students to participate in a 
challenging academic experience. 
Colapietro said teachers nominated 
essays written by students in classes since 
September 1985. Ten papers were 
submitted. 
"We're hoping to pull together a task force 
and make (Women's History Month) a tri-
college event," Colapietro said. 
Following each presentation, Kristi Lane, 
psychology professor, Emilio DeGrazia,  
with writing. She sees students as good pro-
spects for these positions. 
"I've taught three classes at Winona State 
and I know there are a lot of good writers 
and good students out there," she said. 
Zuehlke feels it would help her out, and 
at the same time give the students some 
good experience. 
Zuehlke's full-time job as director of news 
services at Winona State leaves her from 4 
to 7 p.m. to devote to Creative Ink. 
The installation of an answering service 
has helped her keep in touch with clients. 
Hudson will be leaving his position as a 
communications professor in May to plunge 
into his new venture, The Communication 
Advantage, which he describes as a com-
munication training and consulting firm. 
The major thrust of the business will be 
producing instructional audio cassettes. 
Hudson hopes to expand into the area of 
speech and sales coaching. He would like 
to conduct in-company. seminars. 
The idea of creating this business came 
to Hudson after making a six-hour series on 
Christian Communication, dealing with eight 
topics that affect the church. 
Hudson said Dave Landro, who assists 
him in promotion and marketing of the 
business, convinced him last November that 
the idea of opening a business would be 
worth the risk. 
"Before this time we had set up a studio 
in my house, but we ran into problems with 
outside noises," said Hudson. 
Space being rented at the Winona 
Business Center is ideal because it provides 
Hudson with room for an office, a studio and 
storage place for equipment. 
Hudson has made four tapes so far, in-
cluding a 7 1/2 hour series 
featuring business professionals speaking, 
a tape on women and business and a 
general business tape. 
See Businesses page 12 
English professor, and Susan Schoell, ac-
ting director of Human Resources, respond-
ed with brief commentaries. 
Barbara Brown of special services, Sister 
Helen Gourlay of Newman Center, Alex-
ander Yard, history instructor, and Col-
apietro judged the contest. 
"We had no idea what to expect," said 
Colapietro. "These were exciting, high-
caliber papers. We just wanted the oppor-
tunity to award academic excellence." 
Brown said she was glad there was more 
than one judge because all the papers 
deserved to win. 
She said the papers were judged on 
originality, focus and writing style. 
"I was impressed with the quality. It was 
interesting to see what kind of things would 
be contributed," said Brown. "So many dif-
ferent disciplines were represented." 
Colapietro added, "We've tapped into so 
many fields of expertise that we needed 
judges from many different areas." 
The first award-winning presentation was 
from the psychology field. According to 
Karasch's paper, the female alcoholic has 
a lower self-esteem, and may have ex-
perienced rape or incest in her past. 
"Once a woman has admitted to her pro-
blem, her troubles are far from over," 
Karasch said. "There is a lack of support for 
recovery. It's hard to recover in a man's pro-
gram, but now there's Women for Sobriety." 
See Contest page 11 
Essay contest generates 
top-notch papers on women 
Spring recital to show off 
sopranos and trombonist 
By JANET MEISCH 
Asst. Variety Editor 
A spring recital will be held at 8 
p.m. May 1 featuring sopranos 
Sue and Marn y Lewis and trom-
bonist Don Jackson. 
The Lewis sisters will be singing 
six duets. The first two of the even-
ing will be Duetto XVI and Rinaldo 
by George Friderik Handel. 
The tunes in Duetto XVI will 
sound familiar to listeners since the 
first and third movement appeared 
basically unchanged nine months 
later in Messiah as a four-part 
chorus. 
Rinaldo was Handel's first opera 
for London and was written in 
Italian and based on Italian 
literature. 
The plot concerns a Christian 
Knight, Rinaldo, who in the 
crusader's quest to capture 
Jerusalem, is confronted with the 
evil sorceress Armida who tries to 
seduce him partly to deter him from 
his mission. 
The last four duets will be Strains 
from Moravia by Antonin Dvorak. 
It hasn't been easy for the sisters 
to find practice time according to 
Marny, a freshman taking exten-
sion classes since she returned 
home to care for her father who 
suffered a stroke last winter. 
Her sister, Sue, is completing an 
internship in Menomenie, Wis. "it 
has been very difficult for us to get 
together," said Marny. 
"I've met with Walter (Hinds, 
music professor) about four or five 
times. But all three of us haven't 
been able to get together very 
much." 
Trombonist Don Jackson, a dou-
ble major in music and elementary 
education and a friend of the 
Lewis' has performed with 
them on other occasions. 
He will perform three pieces for 
the recital. 
	I 
Winonan photo by Beth Bidne 
Don Jackson, a Winona State double major in music and elementary 
education, sits in the Recital Hall of the Performing Arts Center with 
his trombone and piano. Jackson and Sue and Marny Lewis will be 
performing a recital at 8 p.m. on May 1 in the Recital Hall. 
class. 
She said, "Only 2 percent of 1,362 
women are top executives — that's 
only 27 women (according to the 
1986 Korn—Ferry International 
survey) " 
"Women working at the top must 
not only be as good as men, but must 
prove themselves better. Proving 
competence is one of the hardest 
things a woman must do." 
Urion, graduate English student, 
gave the last presentation. Her essay 
highlighted character development in 
three modern novels. 
Urion said, "Modern fiction 
doesn't allow readers to react in 
traditional ways. You can't identify 
with a character like you usually can. 
You can't relate to the female 
characters because they're so am-
biguous." 
She did her paper for a graduate 
seminar class, Fictions of Fiction. 
Documentation of the essay was 
made from One Hundred Years of 
Solitude by Italo Calvino, If on a 
Winter's Night a Traveler by John 
Barth and a chapter from Gabriel 
Garcia Marquez's novel Lost in the 
Funhouse. 
Ronald Mazur, dean of the liberal 
arts college, and Douglas Sweetland, 
dean of the business college, 
presented the awards. 
The committee plans to celebrate 
Women's  History Month next year. 
And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY. 
Pregnant? 
and afraid? 
There is a friend who cares. 
irthright 
452-2421 
free pregnancy test 	free confidential help 
SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family 
planning and sexually transmitted diseases. For 
appointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to 
5:00. 
64 1/2 W. 5th. 	 452-4307 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
goiligsvikipigifilgo . if/till/iv 
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By PAUL KRAIMER 
Staff Correspondent 
Some nursing students at Winona State University are required to work 
with the elderly for their majors, but they usually like it so much that they 
stay for part-time work. 
Patricia Kaddatz is one of those students. She worked at the Watkins 
Home for a class and found it was a good experience, so she applied 
for a job and started working part-time. 
Currently, 21 of 58 nursing assistants at Watkins are students from 
Winona State. Nursing instructor Betty Darby said 20 to 30 students take 
the nursing class each fall quarter. 
Students work with a nurse at Watkins. Residents 	get their sur- 
vival needs met with the help of students. 
Mary Rohowetz, director of nursing at Watkins, said that the students 
learn to solve problems and "the psycho-social aspect in the nursing pro-
cess." 
She said some of the students will apply for a job after their class ex-
perience. Since students are evaluated during class time, Rohowetz has 
a good idea of how students will handle themselves on the job. 
Rohowetz said that students majoring in social work, education and 
paralegal are interested in working with the elderly at Watkins. 
She said no matter what field the student is in, "the elderly can tell 
them so much about life." 
Kaddatz said, "Nursing is more than just changing bed pans, taking 
temperatures and blood pressure." 
Those tasks, Kaddatz said, are the part of nursing the public sees. 
Kaddatz said nursing students act as advocates to patients. 
Rohowetz said nursing assistants help residents with personal needs, 
keep documents and medical records and attend meetings that teach 
the assistants how to deal with infections and emotions. 
Kaddatz said assistants can't fix something like a broken hip, but they 
can help the patient deal with doubts or fears they might have. 
Tony Bilman, social work major at Winona State, also works as a nur-
sing assistant at Watkins. He said the job is good training for him and 
feels it will help him after he graduates. 
Bilman is working with Alzheimer's patients and found it a little scary 
at first. He said after the first week "things smoothed out." 
He also said it is good experience to learn what nursing assistants do 
and why. 
He feels it will help him understand the process of growing old. 
Another nursing student at Winona State, Kerri Peters, has worked at 
Watkins for over three years. 
She said things have changed a little since she started. "Now more 
time is spent with residents," said Peters. 
She said, "The experience that I'm getting is incredible." 
One of every three females will 
seek treatment compared to one of 
every seven males, Lane added. 
"This challenges the essence of 
clinical work." 
"We need to move toward gender-
role transcendence. Sex-fair therapy 
is the answer," Lane said. 
The second presentation was 
given by Karsten, junior business 
major, who wrote her essay for 
Management of Human Resources 
Contest 
Continued from page 10 
She also mentioned therapists 
must be aware of treatment techni-
ques for female alcoholics, and be 
sure therapists' feelings aren't bias-
ed. Karasch is a graduate student 
who did her paper for a clinical 
psychology class. 
Lane said, "Therapy is highly 
male-based. 90 percent of 
psychiatrists and 67 percent of 
psychologists are men, while two-
thirds of their patients are females." 
35mm 
Prints and Slides from the same roll 
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's professional 
Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm camera. 
Now you can use the same film—with the same fine 
grain and rich color saturation—Hollywood's top 
studios demand. Its wide exposure latitude is perfect 
for everyday shots. You can capture special effects, too. 
Shoot it in bright or low light—at up to 1200 ASA. 
What's more, it's economical. And remember, Seattle 
FilmWorks lets you choose prints or slides, or both, 
from the same roll. Try this remarkable film today! 
me. low 
FREE Introductory Offer I 
I 0 RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of Kodak MP film I 
for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll starter pack 
I including Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed is $2 for II 
• postage and handling. 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 
2407 
NAME 	  
ADDRESS 	  
STATE 	 71P CITY 
Mail to Seattle FilmWorks 
500 Third Avenue W., P.O. Box 34056 I 
Kodak, 047 and 094 arc trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle FilmWorks Is wholly separate from the 
manufacturer. Process ECN- II at Seattle FilmWorks with limited availability from other labs. °1 987 SEW Seattle, WA 98124 	L 	MEIN Mill MN MI MIMI 1=11 =II =II 11111 
Businesses 
Continued from page 10 
Hudson is currently working on a 
tape that will deal with communica-
tion and the non-traditional student. 
"We will be targeting our casset-
tes to the churches and the middle 
management business people," said 
Hudson. "I've been amazed at the 
response so far." 
Hudson has been the voice on 
most of the tapes. He plans to con-
tract out in the future and, like 
Zuehlke, hire student interns. 
Landro also helps with some of the 
sound recording, as does his wife 
who worked in sound recording for 
15 years. 
This is not Hudson's first attempt 
at running a business. About 15 
years ago he co-owned a direct mail-
ing business. Hudson uses direct 
mail as the sole means of advertis-
ing his business. 
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY 




STUDENTS 	For a Fast & 
Delicious Breakfast, Lunch or 
Dinner — Try Huff and Sarnia's NEW 
RESTAURANT 
• REASONABLY PRICED •SEATING FOR 50 
Offer good until May 5th. 
KW/K 7;?/./. COUPON 
	
BBQ, ff, and: PEPSI 	$ 1 49 sm. pop 	COKE 1 i 7-UP 	Plus Deposit Regular $1.99 1 8 Pack, 
1 16 oz. returnables SAVE 50 $ 	69 	1 
I Winona Stores Only 
JOIN US FOR A QUICK BREAKFAST 
2 Pancakes, and Bacon $ 1 ' 49 
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International club 
serves up dinner 
By LYNN SKELTON 
Asst. Photo Editor 
Winona State University's International Student Club will serve a variety 
of dishes May 9 at the annual International Dinner at 6:30 p.m. in the 
East Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons. 
On the menu is Cambodian Egg Rolls, Cameroon Chin Chin, Saudi 
Arabian Sambosa, Icelandic Ostapinar, which is stuffed cabbage with 
meat and cheese, and Saudi Tabooley Salad, a Middle Eastern garden 
salad. 
Main dishes include Egyptian Okra and Beef, Chicken Karahi Pakistani 
style, Saudi Arabian Kabasa, chicken and rice and Laosian Fried Noodles 
with Beef. 
The desserts are Saudi Arabian Baklava — a dessert famous 
throughout the Arab world and Malaysian Buha Melaka, a mouth- water-
ing dessert with brown sugar. 
Terri Markos, International Club Director, said the club expects about 
300 people to attend. 
She advises people to buy tickets in advance from the International 
Student office or from Pradeep Parmar, dinner chairman. 
The event has sold out in the past. Tickets cost $7.50. 
Markos did not know how much the dinner will cost the club. It is 
the club's goal to break even, she said. 
International students will be preparing the food at home or in dorm 
kitchens said Markos. "It is a challenge to cook for 300 people," she said. 
In addition to the dinner, there will be entertainment provided by the 
international students. 
There will be words of welcome in different languages, a Coconut 
dance, Fishing dance, Indian Folk dance, Welcoming Balinese dance, 
Victory Flagging parade of flags, a piano recital, Norwegian Sketch and 
Song, Arabic Song and a finale by the international students. 
This year's theme is "tropical." But more than a theme is a philosophy, 
said Markos. 
"The idea is we are all part of a global village. The purpose of the din-
ner is to build bridges — to show that there are similarities between 
cultures and human beings," she said. 
S • ILE 
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AMERICA 
A Healthy Smile Makes You A Winner 
. 
STUDENT JOBS — 
Enjoy your vacation and still earn a 
great summer income with one of 
Southern Minnesota's fastest growing 





For sharp, ambitious individuals this is 
without a doubt the perfect summer job 
Interviews Being Held in 
Lower Foyer of Kryzko Commons 
(Near Smaug) on Thursday, April 30 
at 10 - 11 A.M. and 12, 1, 2 & 3 P.M. 
Positions Available in the following Counties: 
In Minn. 
Blue Earth 	Houston 	Olmsted 	Y-elfey.,-Meetieifie 
Brown 	-teal4i- Pipeste4444- 
Carver deeke4R- 	Rice 
Chippewa 	44a44€4491:4:1- Scott 
61.rietteje- Le Sueur 	Sherburne 	In Wisc. 
-Getieftweed- 	Lincoln Sibley 
Dakota 	McLeod 	Steele 	Buffalo 
Dodge Meekef- mss- Crawford 
Faribault 	44144e-L-ass- 	-T-favefe, 	La Crosse 
Fillmore Mower 	 Wadena Pierce 
Freeborn 	Murray- Waseca 	Vernon 
Goodhue Nicollet 	Winona 
Hennepin 	NsWes- Wright 
Sports 
Warriors win four; 
move into first 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
The Winona State University baseball team climbed into first place in 
the Northern Intercollegiate Conference this weekend by sweeping a four-
game series from Northern State College. 
The Warriors now have a 10-2 mark in the NIC which puts them in the 
driver's seat while Bemidji State University follows with a 10-4 record. 
The Warrior pitching staff took top billing this weekend as Scott Mapes, 
Mike Kosidowski and Dave Repinski each went the distance while Brad 
Lange needed help from Tim Wagner to win the fourth game. 
Mapes allowed one run on two hits in the first game, but then shut out 
Northern State and allowed just two hits while striking out five batters, 
to pick up his second win of the year, 7-1. 
Brian Hellenbrand, Scott Wanshura and Rob Sloan each drove in two 
runs each and Scott Cozad stole three bases to pace the Warrior offense. 
In the nightcap Kosidowski struckout ten batters while scattering five 
hits to pick up his second win and first shutout of the year, 2-0. 
The game was scoreless until the bottom of the fifth when Todd Wan-
shura scored Cozad on a pinch hit double to right. 
Repinski gave up four runs on four hits and six walks in the third game 
but the Warrior offense exploded for 11 runs, seven of which came in 
the sixth inning. 
Blake Parrish and Ken Mallory each drove in three runs in the contest, 
while Dean Barkey knocked in two more. 
All 11 of the Winona State runs were scored with two outs in the inning. 
In the nightcap the Warriors jumped out to a 9-0 lead after four inn-
ings, but Northern chipped away at Lange and Wagner to score three, 
but that was as close as they got. 
Scott Wanshura had three RBI's in the contest to pace the Winona 
State attack. 
Scott Wanshura had seven hits in 10 at bats including two doubles 
and five RBI's to earn NIC Player of the Week honors. 
Somebody that was happy with the weekend's games was Warrior 
Head Coach Gary Grob. 
"I'm pleased as well as satisfied," said Grob. 
Grob felt that the pitching could have been better in Saturday's dou-
ble header, but attributed that to the fact that the team may have been 
over confident after the easy wins on Friday. 
The sweep of Northern State has set the stage for next weekend's 
series at Bemidji State, as the conference championship. 
The Warriors had a doubleheader rained out against the University of 
Minnesota-Morris, but played a doubleheader against Morris yesterday. 
Bemidji traveled to Duluth for a doubleheader. Results on the two 
doubleheaders weren't available at press time. 
On Sunday the Warriors split a doubleheader with St. Mary's College. 
Winona State lost the first game in five innings, 11-0. In the nightcap 
the Warriors pounded out 14 hits to win, 10-6. John Ross worked four 
innings in relief of Wagner to pick up his fourth win of the year. 
(swee ps 	
softball 
swee past Morris 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
The Winona State University softball team cruised to a doubleheader 
sweep of Northern Sun Conference opponent, the University of 
Minnesota-Morris on Monday, winning by scores of 13-3 and 13-2. 
Pat Neder led an explosive Warrior offense by going 3-4 with a dou-
ble, triple and a solo homerun. Chris Kopishke, Dawn Johnson and Vicki 
Heniff each added two hits in the game. 
Katy Thompson went the distance in the ball game to pick up the vic-
tory. Thompson gave up four hits while striking out four Cougar batters. 
In the nightcap the Warrior offense kept rolling as they tagged Morris 
pitching for 13 hits, as well as taking advantage of four Morris errors. 
Michelle Voigt had three hits in four plate appearances.and Neder drove 
in three Warrior runs. 
Karen Serum tossed a six hitter to earn the victory for Winona State. 
With the sweep the Warriors now have a NSC record of 8-2, 21-7 overall. 
Today the Warriors are at the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse. Satur- 
day they will travel to Southwest State University. 
First FCA softball 
tourney successful 
3y JAMES POWERS 
asst. Staff Writer 
The Tube Sox captured the first 
=ellowship of Christian Athletes co-
)07:1 softball tournament on Saturday. 
The tourney ran three days and 
:onsisted of 16 teams. Games were 
)layed at Lake Park. 
I1
"Everything went real smooth and 
was very happy with how things 
turned out," said Alice Simpson, who 
along with Jo elle Byre head the FCA 
chapter at Winona State University. 
"The tournament gave people the 
chance to get together and have fun 
which was what we tried to ac-
complish," said Byre. 
The main goal of the FCA was to 
See FCA page 15 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Winona State's Pete (Scooter) Goodfellow gets set Laughrey Field. Goodfellow was safe on the play and 
to slide into second base Saturday afternoon during the Warriors won both games. 
a doubleheader against Northern State University at 
Women golfers take third 
in consecutive meets 
"It is always more difficult to get go-
ing in the spring. We've worked hard 
and we have some good golfers. "  
"Deb (Johns) is a very capable golfer, 
and I think she is peaking at the right 
time." 
—Locks 	 Locks 
By BRIAN KRAMBEER 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Winona State University women's golf team plac-
ed third in two meets last week at the Mankato State 
University and Gustavus Invitationals. 
In the Mankato State tourney on Thursday, the War-
riors shot a 383. The College of St. Thomas placed first 
with a 354 while Mankato State took second with a 371. 
"It is always more difficult to get going in the spring," 
said Winona State Head Coach Joyce Locks. "We've 
worked hard and we have some good golfers." 
Freshman Marni Nelson led the Warrior golfers with 
a score of 93. Molly Weis had a 96, while Shelley 
Gronholz and Deb Johns each snot a 9.. Sandy Stoffer 
finished up the scoring with a 1 UY. 
In the Gustavus tourney on Friday the Warriors shot 
a 379. Mankato State won the ten team competition with 
a 356, Briar Cliff College followed with a 360. 
Gronholz paced the Warriors with an 89, while Nelson 
carded a 95. Weis finished with a 96, Johns had a 99 
and Stouffer finished with a 108. 
"We'll have to lower those scores in the future," said 
Locks, "but we have good consistancy." 
The Winona State golfers will travel to the St. Olaf In-
vitational in Northfield tomorrow. 
19th Hole Notes: 
Junior Deb Johns has qualified as an individual com-
petitor in the NCAA National Tournament held at 
Evergreen Country Club in Elkhorn, Wis. The tourney 
will be starting Monday and run through next 
Wednesday. 
"Deb is a very capable golfer, and I think she is peak-
ing at the right time," said Warrior Head Coach Joyce 
Locks. 
Johns will be joined in the competition by her sister 
Diane, who along with two other golfers will be represen-















Golf at Valley High 
12 miles West of La Crescent on Hwy. 16 I-L. 
Present this coupon for one free 
round of golf with the purchase of one 
To make reservations call 894-4444 
Valley High Country Club, 
Houston, MN. 
HEY BIG RED... 
Don't forget —
September 12, 1987 
BEICHMASTER MOSES 
POST UP AND 
DIE — INSIDE 
WANTED: Business Management 
Trainee. Service Corporation 
Business or Finance degree required. 
Growth/Security/Salary/Benefits 





FOR SALE: 1980 VW 
Rabbit. White, 99M 
Automatic, Good Condition, 





Thurs is College nite - $2.00 with I.D. 
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Student KWNO Sports Director 
is getting 'priceless' experience 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
Mitch Rosen is a junior at Winona 
State University. He attends classes, 
lives in the dorms and is much like 
any other student at Winona State. 
But Mitch Rosen is not an average 
college student. 
At 20, Rosen is the sports director 
at KWNO radio station. 
Rosen describes his landing the 
sports director's job as "being at the 
right place at the right time. 
"I was hired in mid-July as a play-
by-play announcer. After about a 
month I was hired as the interim 
sports director and then about a 
month later they hired me as the per-
manent sports director." 
"The first time I ever 
had to call for an inter-
view it was overwhelm-
ing dealing • with a profes-
sional sports team, but 
now it's like calling the 
athletic director at the 
Winona Senior High 
School." 
—Rosen 
Rosen replaced Chuck Williams 
who had the job for the past 40 years. 
As the sports director for KWNO, 
Rosen finds himself doing things that 
not many 20-year-olds get a chance 
to do. 
His duties include working with the 
Minnesota Twins organization. In 
February, Rosen was sent to cover 
spring training in Orlando, Fla. 
Rosen was also involved in bring-
ing Twins' Centerfielder Kirby 
Puckett to Winona for a dinner over 
the winter. 
Of all the dealings Rosen has had 
with the Twins, the one he is most ex-
cited about happened this weekend. 
Rosen was in charge of a 
children's baseball clinic, put on by 
the Twins organization. 
Rosen, along with KWNO sales 
people, convinced Burger King to go 
along as co-sponsors for the event. 
"When I first started working on 
the project, I didn't figure that it was  
going to be that big a deal, maybe 
30 or 40 kids, but we had between 
150-200 kids show up on Saturday 
for the clinic," said Rosen. "When 
you see something that you work on 
yourself like that turn out the way it 
did, you can't help feeling good 
about yourself." 
For Rosen, dealing with the Twins 
has become routine, but he admits 
the first call to the front office was a 
little different. 
"The first time I had to call for an 
interview it was overwhelming deal-
ing with a professional sports team,  
but now it isn't a big deal," Rosen 
said. "I have become friends with 
andam on afirstname basis with quite 
a few people in the Twins front office, 
it's like calling the athletic director at 
the Winona Senior High School." 
Other than the Twins, Rosen has 
worked with the LaCrosse Catbirds 
of the Cont i nental Basketball 
Association and also spends some 
time each week dealing with net-
works that are located in New York 
City. 
Rosen feels his phone calls to New 
York could be beneficial to him down  
the line, because as he puts it, 
"when it's time to move on, contacts 
in New York certainly won't hurt." 
High school sports take up a great 
deal of Rosen's time and he 
estimates that he has to do three to 
four games a week for the station. 
One of Rosen's newest ventures 
is a sports phone-in show that he  
does on KWNO on Friday nights. Or 
this show Rosen has been trying to 
get some of sports' bigger names, in-
cluding talking with Indiana Univer-
sity basketball coach Bobby Knight's 
agent. 
Broadcasting wasn't Rosen's first 
See Rosen page 1 
    
 
Mitch Rosen, a Winona State junior mass communication major sits in 
the KWNO radio station where he is currently the sports director. Rosen 
started out at KWNO as a play-by-play announcer and now finds himself 
Winonan photo by Beth Bidne 
doing things like heading a children's baseball clinic sponsored by the 
Minnesota Twins organization and announcing the LaCrosse Catbird's 
basketball games. 
 
Winonan photo by Tim Jacobsen 
Winona State sophomore Bill Maze comes down in the water pit after 
hurdling a barrier during the 3,000 meter steeple chase at the Schuur 
Invitational in LaCrosse Saturday afternoon. 
Winona State will be in action again Saturday in the Gustie Invitational 
held at Gustavus Adolphus College, in St. Peter, Minn. 
The meet that the Warriors have been waiting for, the Northern Inter-
collegiate Conference Championships, are the weekend of May 8th and 
9th at the University of Minnesota-Duluth. 
FCA 
MALL PIZZA ;DELI SANDWICH: PIZZA BUFFET 
AND SODA 	AND SODA 	JUST $2.99... 
POP $3.99... 
Get a 10" thin crust pizza 
with any 1 topping and 
a liter of pop — 
Pan Style add $1.00 
Fast Free Delivery 
Please present coupon when ordering. 
Vold with any other offer. 
Plus tax — Expires 6-1-87 
POP $2.99... 
Get any deli sandwich on 
white or wheat bread and 
a 20 oz. cup of pop 
for just $2.99 
Fast Free Delivery 
riEZA 0 =Liz 
Please present coupon when ordering 
Vold with any other offer 
Plus tax — Expires 6-1-87 
1 
I Get our famous Monday Night 
I Pizza Buffet, which includes 
1 pizza, pasta, salad bar and 
I soda pop for just $2.99 
I Serving from 4:30-8:30 
1 
I 
Please present coupon when ordering 
Vold with any other offer 
Plus tax — Expires 6-1-87 • 
Men's tennis team 
whips St. Mary's 
By WAYNE BOWER 
Sports Editor 
After spliting the six singles matches, the Winona State University men's 
tennis team went on to sweep the three doubles matches, as they 
defeated cross-town rival, St. Mary's College for the second time this 
spring, by a score of 6-3. 
The defeat was the 14th straight loss on the year for St. Mary's. 
Chris Randle, Mike Urban and Tom Ruesink were all victorious for the 
Warrior netters, as all three won in straight sets over their St. Mary's 
opponents. 
Hai Le, Dave Swanson and Jeff Johnson suffered losses for Winona 
State. 
The doubles sweep came from the teams of Bob Kvas-Le, Swanson-
Randle and Dan Eckert-Urban. In all three doubles matches the War-
riors had to come from behind after losing the first set, except Eckert-
Urban who were victorious in straight sets. 
Today the Warriors are in action against the University of Wisconsin-
River Falls. Over the weekend the Warriors will be traveling to the Univer-
sity of Minnesota-Duluth to participate in the NAIA Distrit 13 Champion-
ships. They will be returning to Duluth for the Northern Intercollegiate 
Conference Championships the following week. 
Winonan photo by Sarah Tews 
Lori Thorton backs up to return a shot for Winona State during 
Thursdays home meet against Southwest State University. 
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By BRIAN KRAMBEER 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Winona State University 
men's track team ran out of breath 
Friday, as they finished last in the 
nine team Schurr Invitational held in 
LaCrosse. 
With only 20 track team members, 
the Warriors didn't have the fire 
power to compete in the tourney. 
LaCrosse wound up capturing the 
overall title. 
"LaCrosse has overall depth, we 
are short quarter milers and middle 
distance people," said Winona State 
shot putter Todd Tabell. 
LaCrosse scored 196 points com-
pared to the undermaned Warriors 
who tallied a mere 16 points. 
"The competition was tough," 
said Tabell. "The other teams were 
much larger." 
Among the bright spots for Winona 
State was Brian Reed's third place 
finish in the steeple chase. 
Steve Farrel nabbed fourth place 
in the 200 meter with a time of 22.4 
seconds. 
Mike Kropp took a fifth place finish 
in the 400 meter intermediate 
hurdles, as did Joel Dudgeon in the 
5,000 meter run. 
Continued from page 13 
promote a fun time without the aid 
of alcohol or tobacco. They were also 
hoping that some of the kids might 
enjoy what goes on and wish to join 
in. 
Simpson noted that the chapter 
was able to get some support from 
outside business, which helped to 
make the tournament possible. 
"I was happy with the support I got 
from the local businesses," said 
Simpson. 
Simpson said that she received T-
shirts from Cafe' L.A. and softballs 
were donated by a sporting goods 
Continued from page 13 
plan of course selection at Winona 
State. When he enrolled as a 
freshman, he declared himself a jour-
nalism major, but it didn't take him 
long to find broadcasting. 
"I switched over to broadcasting 
my first week of school," said Rosen. 
"I went up to KQAL as an ambitious 
kid and when I found out I could get 
on the air right away, the rest is 
history." 
Rosen is still involved at KQAL as 
the station's Public Service and Ex-
press Director. 
Rosen is also the host of three talk 
shows a week at KQAL. 
As for future goals, Rosen is quick 
to realize that the world of sports 
broadcasting is a tough one to enter, 
but he isn't limiting his future to just 
sports. 
"I like talk radio, especially news 
talk radio, I would like to pattern 
myself after Larry King or one of the 
WGN (Chicago) personalities." 
Wherever his future brings him, 
he realizes that his present work with 
KWNO is giving him priceless 
experience. 
"I feel that I'm getting an 
unbelievable experience with this 
job. I'm getting an opportunity to 
touch all the corners of the broad-
casting world," said Rosen. "I know 
when I graduate next May I will have 
a lot to learn, but this hands on ex-
perience that I'm getting is 
unbelievable." 
COUPON 
HIS AND HERS 
"A Hairstyle for Your Lifestyle 
Get your hair 
in shape for the 
Summer! 
only $5.00 w/coupon 
Located on: 	Phone: 
Mark and Main 	454-8125 
(Behind Dick's Electric) 
COUPON 
store in Rochester. 
While Simpson and Byre were 
both happy with the tourney, Patty 
Clifford, a member of a team called 
the Duckbills, shared similar 
feelings. 
"Our team had a lot of fun par-
ticipating in the tournament and I felt 
it was well organized," said Clifford. 
CliffOrd's teammate Bob Wenzel 
added, "It is kind of a shame that 
there can only be one winner." 
Simpson and Byre are hoping to 
sponser other athletic events such as 
basketball for both men and women. 
Rosen 
AT THE BOOKSTORE 
GOING HOME THANK YOU 
Spring Specials 
Sale Dates May 1 Thru May 23 
Clothin g •••• •••• •••• • •••,••••• ••• 
Lamps • • •• • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • ••• • • • • 
Records, Tapes...... • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Calculators ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Watches & Clocks............  
Billfolds •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Radios• •••••• •• •••••• • •• •• •• ••• • 
Book Bags• •••• •• • ••• • •• •• •• •• • 
Tape Recorders••••••••••• • ••• 
Pillow Pets &Puppets.... 
All Poste rs •• • ••••••• • ••••• ••••• 
College Mugs •••••••••••••••••• 
Po • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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